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Introducing a delightful, light-filled, architecturally designed studio apartment, offering an ultra-convenient location and

harbour views from its balcony.With an impressive track record of short-term leasing and glowing reviews, this property

is perfect for first-time investors or adding another gem to your portfolio.Nestled in one of Sydney's prime foreshore

neighbourhoods, between the convenience of the North Sydney CBD and the quaint village atmosphere of Kirribilli, with

public transport, the Harbour, local attractions, cafes and restaurants all close by.Elevated on the second floor, this studio,

though small, is beautifully designed and recently renovated throughout. It features engineered timber floors, a

queen-size pull-down bed, built-in desk, comfortable lounge area with feature bespoke map wallpaper, well-appointed

kitchen with a full-size fridge and stylish bathroom. Architect-designed with clever and abundant storage solutions, it

offers both style and functionality.With all modes of public transport at your doorstep, getting around is a breeze. With

just an 850m walk from both North Sydney and Milson's Point train stations on the T1 North Shore line, and the 263 bus

stop only 100m away, commuting couldn't be easier. For a scenic route, the North Sydney Ferry stop is just 650m away,

offering ferries to Circular Quay.Explore vibrant Kirribilli village, home to the northern end of the Harbour Bridge, Luna

Park, North Sydney Pool, cafes, restaurants, and Bradfield Park with stunning Opera House and CBD skyline views, all

within walking distance. And if you need a car, GoGet car sharing is conveniently available just in front of the

building.Don't miss out on this opportunity to secure this meticulously crafted studio apartment! All the hard work has

been done for you!Just a glimpse of the Airbnb Reviews (with an average rating of 4.89 stars from over 70 satisfied

guests):* "A little gem! Meticulously planned studio with beautiful furnishings and thoughtful amenities." - Justin*

"Beautifully designed studio in a perfect location for exploring Sydney." - Sophie* "Spacious Airbnb with everything you

need - would stay again!" - Dorothée* "Cosy studio with excellent location and thoughtful amenities for a comfortable

stay." - Howard  * "Highly recommend staying here for a Sydney trip - excellent location and interior design." - Jisoo*

"Great small place with easy access to public transportation and no issues - thank you!" - David * "Fantastic place in North

Sydney - quiet, well-equipped, and perfectly located." - Jason* "Lovely studio exactly as described, well-equipped, and hard

to say goodbye to!" - Eveline* "Chill place in a great location, spotless and with a great shower!" - Dustin* "Great location,

apartment, and host - highly recommended!" - Aodan(All information contained herein is gathered from sources we

consider to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee or give any warranty to the information provided. Interested

parties must solely rely upon their own enquiries).


